To get itself global position is a major performance of an autonomous mobile robot. For this purpose, various kinds of location methods and sensors are being researched ad developed. A global location sensor system based on vision technique was developed in our lab. The advantages of this sensor system are a larger view field that will no need to scan landmarks around, a faster sampling rate and a more precise position resolution that could satisfy mobile robot navigation. In this paper, the system architecture and locating method are presented. Some key techniques in location processing that include image processing, landmarks optimal selecting, and increase the system precision and speed are discussed emphatically; and the experiment results are given at the last.
Position and orientation tracking is very important for autonomous navigation systems. Without such ability, the active motion of an automated motion vehicle would not be possible, such like AGV. So many locating techniques and sensors have been researched and developed for mobile robots' navigation. The treatments used to obtain a mobile robot position and orientation related to its working place are closely linked to the sensing equipment, such as Sonar (range finders) [1] , Electromagnetic Induction, Laser [2j and Vision.
Vision method, as an advanced locating technique, has been researched recent years. In the locating sensor system, camera is used to observe the scene around and take the scene images. If some special terrain or artificial targets are known as feature points (landmarks) were displayed in these scene images, the pose of a vision sensor system can be exactly calculated [3] There are some important things should be considered when developing an actual Vision Location Sensor. They are as follows: 1) Landmarks observed as more as possible at a time. 2) Reliability of recognizing and tracing landmarks in series images. 3) Optimal selection of landmark combinations for location precision. 4) Speed of data processing to satisfy the sampling rate of mobile robot. In generally, a geometrical model is used as the location calculation method ( like observed angle geometry-OAG.). In this method, at least three landmarks must be observed to calculate the sensor 's position. But, if one wants to obtain good locating effect, redundant landmarks should be used. Some location sensor systems use two or three cameras associated with passive [4] . .
. .
. [5] .
landmarks . Other systems using panoramic vision like Z. L. CAO with a fish eye lens and active landmarks; or Y.
YAGI [6] and Claude Pegard [7] with a conic reflector and passive landmarks.
Because there are many landmarks around the robot would be observed by a locating sensor, different landmark combination that be used in position calculation will lead the different location effect when some errors exist in the system (including the position errors of landmarks). How to choose a better landmark combination has been researched [8,9j but the rules were very cursory. No definite qualitative rule has been found. There are some key problems should be solved when the vision location systems are in application as mentioned above.
In our lab, we have developed a vision-based robot locating and tracking sensor system recently. This system is composed of active landmarks made of LED, hemispherical mirror as a global reflector, CCD camera and computer system that has the functions of image acquiring and processing and is installed at the mobile robot. By this system, we researched some key information processing techniques for actual vision location system, such as landmarks recognition, landmark matching and optimal selection of extracted landmark combinations. Meanwhile, we have made some simulation and experiments to test the location effect when using some rules to increasing system precision and speed. In this paper, the whole system structure will be described briefly first; then, the key techniques of information processing will be discussed emphatically; and the experiment results will be given at the last.
STRUCTURE OF SYSTEM
The whole system was consisted of active landmarks (made of infrared LED), a VlSiOflsensor (composed of a hemispherical reflector, a CCD camera and support composition), a data processing system and the vehicle controller. The system construction and distribution are briefly illustrated (as SAGV -Sensing AGV) in figure 1. In this system. in locating and tracking purpose, the vision sensor is the key device. As mentioned above, the sensor should have a large view scope, some self-calibrated function and it can make landmark extracting easier. For this reason, the vision sensor was designed like Figure 2 illustrated. The real vision sensor developed by us is shown in Figure 3 . There are some characteristics of such sensor structure. One is a larger view scope. Comparing with other tbrms like multicamera or conic reflector structure, the hemisphere global reflector has a 2rr view scope around the sensor, and there is no distortion on radial in its projection image. Second, it has no need of rotation structure that will be better for system steady. The third is a 2D displacement plant on which the camera is mounted, one can calibrate the lens to align the reflector center, that could satisfy measuring accuracy of the sensor system. 
LOCATION INFORMATION PROCESSING
The location calculation method used by this sensor system is based on a kind of geometrical model, called observed angle geometry (OAG). This model is built by using the angles observed between (or among) known landmarks and the positions of these landmarks. If these positions of given landmarks are known and the observed angles between landmarks are obtained by the vision sensor, the sensor system can calculate its position and orientation in a reference frame. The principle of the location method is as follows. If three points in space are known, then the three points will form a cycle.
And if giving two points p1 , p2 and the angle included between the lines linked p1 , p2 with another point S , the situation is same. If the number of P 3 , the point S will be located at the intersection of these cycles formed by these P and S. So if more than three observed landmarks were detected, saying m(m 3), one can construct C, equations to solve the intersection point S by using least square method. To realize this position calculation method and get better location effect, we design the location steps as follows:
1) Landmark Recognition in scene image correctly.
2) Optimal Landmark Group Selection.
3) Position calculation by using OAG 4) Position track smoothing and next position prediction.
1 Landmark Recognition
Landmark recognition is the first step of location processing. The task is to fast extract proper image coordinate of landmarks in the scene images. Landmark detection and matching are two key step of it. The key techniques at landmark detection include: 1) Coarse scan strategy. Because the image processing is very time consuming if to scan an image from pixel by pixel. Coarse Scan Strategy was used to increase image processing speed deeply. At the coarse scan step, we scan image three by three pixels. When the seed pixel was found, that there could be a landmark, we scan the local image window pixel by pixel. 2) Landmark window tracing. The other way is position prediction. Rough position of the landmarks in an image could be prediction by means of some priori knowledge such as the priori position of landmarks, the speed and orientation of sensor. so landmark window position could be determined more easy and fast. 3) Noise filtering. The landmark areas at image could be limited into a defined range, A landmark will be determined by its area and gray valve etc. so many noise could be filtered by this restriction. Landmark matching is done by comparing position angles of the landmarks in image frame with their position angles in word frame . By this step, the observed landmarks have to be matched to the real landmark in the landmarks ' coordinates map, in there, all coordinates of the landmarks in world frame are known before.
Landmark Selection Optimization
In real case, the number of landmarks is redundant than location need in the working environment of AGV. Tests show the location precision can be affected greatly when the different landmark group is used. And each time, only one subset of the landmarks can be selected on AGV position calculation. By our simulation, it was found that four or five landmarks subset is the best combination than other number of landmarks subset. The criterion of selecting landmarks that we made the inference by experiments and analysis of mathematical model include: 1) Angle criterion. This criterion is the most important criterion. The inference tell us that angle between landmarks should be nearly equal. If the difference value is small enough the other criterion can be ignored. 2) Distance criterion. The average distance of the selected landmarks to sensor should be small. If the square error of distance is less, the location effect should be better.
3) Circle radius criterion. The radius of the circles which formed by two landmarks and the sensor should be small. By these criterions, we simulated a four landmark subset selection when all landmarks are located a circle which radius is 6 meter. In this simulation, the sensor was defined at the circle center, and each landmark could be at any position on the circle. Figure 5 shows the result of this simulation. The red area represents the error distribute that is less than 1 5mm when using our criterion to optimize landmark subset. And the blue area represents the error distribute of most other landmarks subset.
Position Data Smoothing Technique
When the robot move at its work space, one subset of landmarks only adapted with a local area. So the subset of landmarks was changed sometimes while the robot moves, and the trajectory of robot would wave when selected landmarks subset changed. In our experiments, the largest error at this situation was small than 20mm if no data smoothing was used. To deal with this problem. track smoothing was introduced. By analyzing the robot trajectory, the next position of the robot could be predicted.
Combining the prediction position and the calculating position, a reasonable position can be estimated.
Increasing Processing Rate Technique
To satisfy the sampling rate of AGV, the locating sample rate must be fast enough. This could be reached by the following technique: Increasing the image processing speed. This is consist of Coarse to exact scan strategy and Landmark window tracing. Increasing landmarks selection speed. Because landmark selection could spread over every landmark combination, it would be time consumable. So we did landmark selection by using last landmarks subset to compute the criterion value. If the value is small enough, this landmarks subset was used, otherwise, computed the criterion value to every landmarks combination and chose a new landmarks subset.
EXPERIMENTS
In our location sensor system experiments, there were 10 landmarks were used, each consists of infrared LED, mounted on tripods or walls. Vision sensor is made of EX1881 CCD camera, 8mm lens. Data acceptation and processing device is done by Matrox image acceptor and industrial PC. To test this sensor system performance, 1D displacement plane on it the vision sensor mounted was used to measure the location precise of the sensor. Sensor onboard AGV experiments were done. At the lD exact move experiments, the sensor moved along X axis, Y axis, and diagonal direction separately. The distance was 1 50mm at each direction step 10mm by 10mm. The mean error was 1 .09mm, the mean square error was 0.07mm, and max error was 2.78mm. When the sensor was mounted on AGV to experiment, in a 7 x 14m room, the mean error was less than 1 .2mm and themax error was less than 20mm. Fig.5 gives one experiment result. At this experiment, AGV move from point (0,0) along the pointing of arrow. By using filter lens, the image processing could be easy and fast, so that the sample rate of the sensor will be suitable for a mobile robot motion. Tests show the sampling rate reached 0.2 second.
CONCLUSION
Using vision technique to locating AGV is an advanced location method. The mainly advanced features are no rotation, no noise, no danger and so on. But, the technique has not been yet developed to accurate guidance mobile robot perfectly. There are still a lot of work to do to improve this technique. Just like the sensing landmarks can be detected reliably, sampling rate is as fast for robot to move quicker, locating accuracy is always keep on satisfaction, and correct position keeps continuously when the sensing landmarks replaced as the robot runs in a large scope. We hope such sensor system can be used recently in application after our making efforts.
